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What is Capital Expenditure? 
 
 

Capital expenditure is defined in statute through the Local Government Act 2003.  In 
general terms it represents expenditure in relation to: 
 

• The acquisition or creation of a new asset 
• The enhancement of existing assets 

 
It MUST yield a benefit for a period of more than one year 
 
It is relatively easy to identify the acquisition of a new asset, however, identifying what 
represents “Enhancement” is not so clear.  In short, enhancement refers to works that 
SUBSTANTIALLY increase: 
 

• The useful life of an asset 
• The market value of an asset 
• The extent to which the asset can be used 

 
In most cases repairs are excluded as they usually represent normal maintenance / 
life cycle costs of an asset over its expected life. 
 
Listed overleaf are common areas of uncertainty and some examples of my 
interpretation of the Statutory Guidance for your reference. 
 
In accordance with DfE guidance, expenditure on capital works or equipment is 
expected to be in excess of £2,000. The Authority recognises the diminished level of 
DFC funding and has not adopted a minimum level as part of its formal accounting 
policies. However, items charged to your capital budgets are expected to be significant, 
and eligibility should be considered to reflect this principle. 
 
Please be aware that this note is intended as a general definition of what may be 
classed as “Capital Expenditure”.  Where funding is awarded for capital purposes, all 
expenditure must fit these definitions. However, as all funding awards come with 
specific conditions, you must also ensure these requirements are met for expenditure 
to be eligible. 
 
If you are in doubt, please do not hesitate to get in touch with your accountancy contact. 
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Item Advice and Guidance 
Stationery / Files In general stationery is classed as a minor consumable item 

and should be treated as revenue.  Exceptions may include 
items such as specialist printing of plans or other documents 
where this is directly related to a capital project. 
 

Servicing Servicing and repairs represent routine maintenance costs 
and should be budgeted and charged to revenue.  However, 
major replacement of plant and machinery such as boilers or 
lifts are normally accepted as capital. 
 

Leases Under no circumstances should leasing charges be 
treated as capital.  Operating leases are a revenue 
expense, and financing leases are not permitted under the 
terms of fair funding.  
 
For Information: 
An operating lease is a lease whose term is short compared to the useful 
life of the asset or equipment being leased.  It is commonly used to acquire 
equipment on a relatively short-term basis. 
A finance lease is a lease that reflects a commercial arrangement where: 

• the lessee (customer or borrower) will select an asset 
(equipment, vehicle, software);  

• the lessor (finance company) will purchase that asset;  
• the lessee will have use of that asset during the lease;  
• the lessee will pay a series of rentals or installments for the use 

of that asset;  
• the lessor will recover a large part or all of the cost of the asset 

plus earn interest from the rentals paid by the lessee;  
• the lessee has the option to acquire ownership of the asset (e.g. 

paying the last rental, or bargain option purchase price);  
The finance company is the legal owner of the asset during the lease 
however the lessee has control over the asset providing them the benefits 
and risks of ownership. 
 

Purchase of furniture 
and equipment 

Generally, individual items of low value should not be treated 
as capital, with single purchases of desks / chairs normally 
being considered a revenue cost.  
 
However it is usually acceptable to charge bulk purchases or 
items forming part of a larger project as a capital cost. 
 
Significant investment in the purchase of large items may 
also be allowed (e.g. a new or replacement photocopier with 
a life expectancy of 3+ years could be considered a capital 
investment). 
 
Fixtures and fittings will normally only be allowed if it is 
associated with a new building project – which includes the 
redesign of classroom layouts / change of use.   
 

Access 
Improvements 

Works to improve accessibility are normally accepted as 
capital investment.  This includes items such as access 
ramps, sound field systems and other adaptations for the 
disabled or those with special educational needs. 
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Purchase of ICT and 
components 

Purchase of new computing equipment and software may be 
treated as a capital cost.  Software licences may also be 
charged only if it is a permanent licence (e.g. for the use of 
Microsoft products on a number of PCs, where there is no 
annual charge).  Annual licence or subscription charges are 
not allowed and must be treated as revenue (e.g. antivirus 
renewal). 
 
The purchase of computer components, mice and keyboards 
should be treated as revenue. (A few exceptional cases have 
been allowed as Capital, where new machines were built in-
house).  
 

Carpets/floor 
coverings 

Replacement of carpets and other coverings, regardless of 
value, should normally be treated as a revenue expense 
unless forming part of capital alterations or building works 
(such as change of structure / room layout etc.) 
 
A few exceptions have been made for the purchase of 
specialist floor coverings. 
 

Vehicles Purchase of vehicles and large plant is acceptable capital 
investment.  This however excludes maintenance and other 
running costs e.g. road tax, fuel, etc. which are revenue 
items. 

Roof works General repairs to roof coverings and associated fixtures are 
generally considered maintenance costs and should be 
charged to revenue.   
 
Full or substantial replacement of the roof covering, including 
flat roofs, may be charged as a capital expense. 
 

Painting and General 
repairs (including 
guttering) 

Painting, cleaning and general repairs to buildings are 
considered as maintenance and should be budgeted / 
charged to revenue.  Such works can be expensive, but are 
considered a normal lifecycle cost.  
 
Significant repairs to the structure / fabric of the building, 
including items such as collapsed drains are considered to 
be capital items – extending the life rather than just 
maintaining. Where painting and other remedial works are 
required as a direct result of these works, this too can be 
charged as a capital expense.  
 

Windows Significant window replacement may be charged as capital 
provided a material enhancement can be shown.  This 
could be improved thermal insulation, security etc. 
 
Please note that like for like replacement does not 
represent an enhancement and is therefore a revenue cost. 
 

Asbestos removal / 
encapsulation 

Removal or encapsulation of asbestos may be charged as 
capital. 
 

 


